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Until now, people determined to die promtly had to starve or poison or hang or shoot or suffocate

themselves. Thats how more than 30,000 Americans kill themselves each year. now comes a book

by bestselling author Robert s. Wood that can change all that. Its simple--yet profound--ancient

wisdom rediscovered . . . a new paradigm for dying. A wonderful alternative to Dr. Kervorkians

assisted suicide.
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Robert S. Wood received a BS at the University of California in Berkeley, California, where he was

born. He retired at the age of 34 a staff correspondent for LIFE magazine in San Francisco to travel

and write. His nine previous books include, Goodbye, Loneliness!, an account of his passage

through Primal Therapy and his training as a therapist; Homeopathy, Medicine That Works! and

Have More Fun! REVIEW1: Press kits to reviewers will be sent in three weeks. REVIEW2: (See

above.) REVIEW3: (See above.)

Zero stars! What a confusing and bizarre book! It doesn't really explain much and it sounds like it

advocates suicide by just thinking about it. I thought this was about hospice or palliative care for the

dying. It's gibberish. I put it in the garbage. Very disappointedand confused!!

A marvelously upbeat book by Robert S. Wood on death and dying. Highly recommend!



_Peaceful Passing_ is an enlightening and comforting book for everyone, especially for anyone who

fears dying or "the hereafter." This "happy little book about death" is a just-in-time alternative to the

depressing prospect of losing control at the end of your life to the medical profession and their

sophisticated and expensive life support systems.Author Robert Wood has lovingly and artfully

organized messages given from "the Other Side"--messages offered to help us understand that

what awaits us is "unimaginable relief" and "well-being that's delightful beyond description." After

discussing the evolution of "Death, American Style" and the growing and controversial Right-to-Die

Movement, Wood offers his readers the good news that there's a legal, undetectable, drug- and

violence-free way to "change worlds when you're ready to." True stories of those who chose to let

go of their life force confirm that there IS an "easy way out."_Peaceful Passage_ also gifts readers

with a priceless bonus: practical advice for how to _live_ more joyfully and successfully by using the

principles of Deliberate Creation. I think this fascinating book contains a powerful message that

could well be regarded by future generations as the Rosetta Stone of the New Millenium.

This is a well-written, thoughtful book on the subject of controlling the circumstances of one's own

death. Robert S. Wood has distilled information he received from channelers to dispel the fear of

death. He describes the experiences of several individuals who apparently chose to die when it

made sense for them to do so. He offers fresh insight into the process of dying and how it can be

accomplished without needless suffering. I found this book helpful and informative.

Until now, people determined to die promptly had to starve or poison or hang or shoot or suffocate

themselves. That's how more than 30,000 Americans kill themselves each year. Now comes this

book that can change all of that. It is simple-yet profound-ancient wisdom rediscovered.

Robert S. Wood is an exceedingly good writer. He is able to express his thoughts better than 95% of

the writers I am aware of. He is very convincing. You are bound to feel better after reading this

book. It contains information we very much need.

This book is more mental than actual. If u are searching for ways to actually die keep looking. It

does help u prepare mentally I will say. After i read his method for death i ripped it up. The

advertising is very misleading to those in a delicate state of mind.
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